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Title: Promberger, John, Photograph Album
Identifier/Call Number: C012159
Contributing Institution: Society of California Pioneers
Language of Material: English
Physical Description: 1.0 volume1 album (43 photos)
Date: circa 1915
Abstract: The collection of photos in this album included group portraits, boats, trains, automobiles, landscapes, waterscapes, farms, and animal husbandry. The album is bound in leather, with marbled endpapers, and the name John Promberger stamped in gilt on the cover. The photographs are bound by linen tape, rendering each an actual page within the album.
Location note: P-5C:B001468 (C012159) Society of California Pioneers. San Francisco, California.
creator: Promberger, John, Unknown
Preferred Citation note
John Promberger Photograph Album ca. 1915. Society of California Pioneers.
Existence and Location of Originals note
The Society of California Pioneers, 300 Fourth Street, San Francisco, CA 94107
Conditions Governing Use
There are no restrictions on access.
Conditions Governing Access
Collection open for research.
Scope and Contents note
The collection of photos in this album includes group portraits, boats, trains, automobiles, landscapes, waterscapes, farms, and animal husbandry. The album is bound in leather, with marbled endpapers, and the name John Promberger stamped in gilt on the cover. The photographs are bound by linen tape, rendering each an actual page within the album.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Landscape Photography
Photography of Animals
Photography of Ships
Photography of Water
Photography, Agricultural
Portrait Collection